
GODSPELL REVIEW

I suspect â€” and this is just one Pharisee's opinion â€” that it is possible to outgrow Godspell, that indispensable rite of
passage for adolescent.

It's clever, but the message intended by the parable gets lost. What's nice about the casting--which gives us all
new faces--is that the characters don't look like professional stage youths. Clean-cut and colorful, this
production skews young. Maybe it's appropriate for a show so widely performed in schools, but this feels
indeed like a high school production staged by the wacky new drama teacher. An error has occurred. You are
already subscribed to this email. The ensemble played charmingly with the audience and let their exuberance
spread. It was simple and easily doable for each member of the show; all shapes and sizes could move
naturally and be in sync. You may opt-out at any time. What was supposed to be fun and folksy has turned
labored and excruciatingly painful. Capering through Christopher Gattelli's joyous choreography, on David
Korins's continually surprising set, the actors are nothing if not energetic. The band members are scattered
among the audience, the actors often run up and down the aisles and volunteers are invited onstage for games
of charades and Pictionary. But after I finally got into the theater and sat down and let "Godspell" relax me, I
found myself simply letting it happen. With material of this sort, there must have been an impulse to go for
TV-commercial trendiness, but Greene's style is unforced, and goes well with the movie's freshness and basic
colors. Goldstein approaches it all like a Children's Television Workshop special. The choreography from
Maureen Hagerman worked will in the smaller space, allowing for free movement with the actors running into
each other. There were no weak links. Remember " West Side Story ," where all the allegedly teenage dancers
looked like hardened theatrical professionals in greaser wigs? Anything to brighten up this miserable world:
Which is what "Godspell" is saying, anyway. This is a new use for New York, which looks unusually clean;
even its tacky skyscrapers edge toward grandeur when the vast long shots engulf them. Only two have names:
Jesus, and a character who plays both John who ushered Jesus into the Bible and Judas who hastened him out.
Even Jesus Alexander Gorring seems uninterested in, and unconvinced by, his own stories, sometimes
haranguing the listeners with wildly exaggerated gestures, sometimes sending up the content. The band sounds
muddy. Hot Stories. This was the quality that attracted me to the stage version. Smith, Peter Thaxter, Lindsey
Capuno, and Letty Vita were also all very talented performers and performed all their solos to perfection. The
small orchestra, under the musical direction of Charlie Alterman, is seated among the audience. They are
dressed, by Miranda Hoffman, in whimsically ill-assorted attire that suggests dutiful foraging in amateur
theatricals costume trunks as well as the sales racks at Urban Outfitters. These qualities were missing in this
production on opening night. That's the evening's biggest problem: Instead of the show's style enhancing the
delivery of its substance, it often obscures it. Godspell has two more weekends of performances at the Center
for the Arts in Manassas Va. These could conceivably be real people, and their freshness helps put the material
over even when it seems pretty obvious. Now, let's see how Jesus Christ Superstar holds up in the spring.
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